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ABSTRACT

A study has been made of the demand for a neutron fac-

ility with a thermal flux of >, 10 16 n c2 sec -1 and of possible

methods of producing such fluxes with existing or

presently developing technology. Experimental projects proposed

by neutron users requiring high fluxes call for neutrons of all

energies from thermal to 100 MeV with both continuous-wave and

pulsed output.

Consideration of the heat generated in the source per

useful neutron liberated shows that the (Pxn) reaction with 400-

1000 MeV bombarding energies and heavy element targets (e.g. bismuth

lead) is capable of greater specific source strength than other

possible methods realizable within the time scale. A preliminary

parameter optimization carried t1arough for the accelerator cur-

rently promising greatest economy (the separated orbit cyclotron

or S.O.C.), reveals that a facility delivering a proton beam of

about 65 mA at about 1 BeV would satisfy the flux requirement with

a neutron cost significantly more favourable than that projected

for a high flux reactor. It is suggested that a proton storage

ring providing post-acceleration pulsing of the proton beam should

be developed for the facility. With this elaboration, and by tak-

ing advantage of the intrinsic microscopic pulse structure provided

by the radio frequency duty cycle, a very versatile source may be

devised capable of producing multiple beams of continuous and
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pulsed neutrons with a wide range of energies and pulse widths.

The source promises to be of great value for high flux irradiations

and-as a pilot facility for advanced reactor technology. The

proposed proton accelerator also constitutes a meson source cap-

able of producing beams of 7r and �t mesons and of neutrinos orders

of magnitude more intense than those of any accelerator presently

in use. These beams, which can be produced simultaneously with

the neutron beams, open vast areas of new research in fundamental

nuclear structure, elementary particle physics, and perhaps also

in biology and medicine.
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1. OUTLINE OF STUDY AND PROPOSALS

1.1 Purpose of Stud

The success of the research programs using reactor

neutrons at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories has depended in

large part on the very high fluxes and excellent beam tube fac-

ilities available in NRX and NRU reactors. Although the NRU

reactor is still today a leading research facility, there can be

little doubt that it will soon be surpassed. In Table I, Appendix

1 a comparison is made between the characteristics of NRU as a

neutron beam research reactor and those of the HFBR reactor 1,2

now nearing completion at Brookhaven and the Argonne AARR re-

3,4actor The discussion below of possible experiments in solid

state physics and nuclear structure to be carried out with such

high flux facilities shows that these devices promise to con-

tribute greatly to fields pioneered at Chalk River. It is then

clear from the comparison of Table I, Appendix 1, that in a few

years time, it will be desirable to have a facility with thermal

fluxes in beam tubes considerably in excess of 1015 cm-2 sec -1.

The purpose of the present study is to seek a practical

neutron facility, realizable in the next ten years, which would

deliver the highest possible flux for neutron experiments. In

order to constitute a significant step forward, it was considered

that the thermal flux should be at least 10 16 cm-2sec-1, re-

presenting roughly a 60-fold increase over the flux in an NRX
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through tube 160-fold over that in a reentrant thimble) and an

8 to 14-fold increase over the beam tube fluxes of the research

reactors now under construction or consideration.

1.2 Proposed Experiments and Requirements For High Flux

A summary of experiments proposed by neutron users for

a high flux facility is given in Appendix 2 This summary shows

that the primary need is for thermal neutrons. Many of the exper-

iments requiring thermal neutrons would benefit if the neutron

source were pulsed, although for some the advantage is not large.

On the other hand., a number of experiments require epithermal,

resonance or fast neutrons and many of these would benefit greatly

from pulsing at the source. It is desirable to satisfy as many

of these requirements as possible consistent with the primary de-

mand for thermal neutrons.

1.3 Type of Facility

The continuous production of thermal neutrons at higher

fluxes in a reactor is limited ultimately by the difficulty of

removal of heat from the fuel elements and tne cost of the fuel.

Any other device faces similar problems but may gain relative to

a reactor in producing less heat per neutron and in avoiding

various restrictions imposed by criticality. Appendix 3 considers

various devices that may realize these improvements, including

fusion and high energy and low energy accelerators of various

kinds. It is concluded that in the time scale envisaged the only
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practicable method of generating continuous fluxes of thermal

neutrons in the range >, 10 16 cm- 2 sec-1 is by high current, high

energy proton bombardment of a heavy target, e.g. bismuth, sur-

rounded by a heavy water moderator. By this method, it is possible

in principle to liberate in the target as little as 23 MeV per

escaping neutron, some times less.than the energy deposited per

neutron in a uranium rod in a reactor. A factor of approximately

two, in the ratio of flux to neutron source strength, may be gained

from the geometry and neutron absorption properties of the target

relative to that of a reactor core. Until recently a central pro-

blem with accelerators has been the production of sufficient beam

power to realize this potential gain. A further problem for a

high power accelerator concerns the reduction of the electrical

power billwhich is the principal operating cost.

Among the various possible high power proton accelerators

being considered today (Table II, Appendix 4 the Separated Orbit

Cyclotron (S.O.C.) presently appears, for reasons of size, cost,

and economy of operation, to be the most promising. A brief de-

scription of this accelerator and a discussion of the advantages

and disadvantages of the design are given in Appendix 4.

1.4 A Possible S.O.C. High Flux Facili�z

1.4.1 Basic Design; Continuous Thermal Neutrons

The determination of the current and voltage parameters

of the accelerator to give the most economical production of neut-
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rons at a given flux depends fundamentally on (1) the neutron

yield per proton as a function of the energy for protons incident

on a target or given material, 2 the dimensions of the target

and moderator, 3 the heat dissipation capability of the target,

and 4 the details of the capital and operating cost of the accele-

rator as a function of current and voltage. A preliminary design

and cost optimization calculation in Appendix gives the follow-

ing parameters for a continuous source:

A. Source geometry, as shown in Fig. 

Target: Bi, radius cm, length 60 cm.
Moderator: D20, length 300 cm, radius 125 cm.

B. Accelerator Parameters:

Energy 970 MeV, current 65 ma., R.F. frequency 200 Mc/sec

Beam Power 63 MW
Cavity Power (S.O.C. plus injector) 13 MW
Total R.F. Power 76 MW
Magnet Power 3 MW
Total line power (assuming 60%

60 cycle to R.F. efficiency) 130 MW
Target dissipation 36 MW or 8 MW/litre

Neutron Output:

Source strength 9 X 10 18 sec-1
Midplane thermal flux at 17 cm radius lo16 cm-2 sec-l

C. Capital Costs:

Accelerator , $4o m

Building, D20, Electrical, Service Areas,
Research equipment and 20% contingency , 25 

Total (excluding engineering design costs) $65 M

The accelerator cost (main item, R.F. power
equipment) is roughly proportional to beam
current and hence neutron flux. It would be
feasible to begin at reduced current with pro-
vision for subsequent increases to full power.
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D. Operating Costs:

Power bill at $35/kW year $ 45 M
Other costs 3

75 
E. Comparison with hypothetical high flux

reactor operated in Canada, Power: 40 KW,
Flux: 7 x 1014 cm 2 sec-l (similar to HFBR) S.O.C. Reactor

14 -2 -1 $M $M
Capital cost per 10 cm sec flux o.65 1.7

Capital cost per 0 18 sec-I source strength 7.2 10.
i4 -2 -1Annual operating cost per 10 cm sec flux O.Ob2 0.22

Cost of neutrons (operating costs only) per gram 0.013 0.029

1.4.2 Modifications to Provide Pulsed Neutron Sources

It would appear to be feasible to take advantage of the

microscopic bunching of the beam imposed by the R.F. duty cycle to

produce short neutron pulses (< 10- 8 sec) for resonance and fast

neutron experiments.

It would also be very esirable to couple a storage ring

to the output of the S.O.C. as shown in Fig. 2 The storage ring

would act as a buncher' converting the continuous proton beam into

bursts of short duration and high intensity. Ideally the burst

length would be about 10-7 sec and the repetition rate 200 pps.

The pulsed neutron source produced by such a beam would provide

excellent facilities for thermal, epithermal, and resonance neutron

experiments. The storage ring, realization of which would pro-

bably involve considerable development work, would not be essential

initially and could be added to the facility later.

Further details of both pulsing modes is given in

Appendix 6.
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1.5 Advantages of Proton Accelerator Neutron FacilLLy

The present study shows that the accelerators currently

being designed for high energy physics, such as those listed in

Table II, Appendix 4 may form the basis for development of neutron gene-

rators of the next stage beyond reactors. This is particularly

true when the storage ring is included as a pulse facility. The

complete neutron generator shown schematically in Figure 3 would

represent a unique facility unmatched at any present laboratory.

Among the attractive features of this device are the following:-

1.5.1 Operational Advantages

The proton accelerator is superior to a reactor as a

neutron source in the following ways:-

(a) The site of neutron production in the accelerator system

is not an integral part of the plant and therefore may be more

accessible for modification or replacement than the core of a re-

actor. Targets of different design and different purpose can be

installed at will.

(b) The neutron source can be made to provide a wide range

of neutron spectra simply by changing the size and shape of the

moderator. It is possible to have both a continuous and a pulsed

source. Fast and thermal pulsing can be accomplished concurrently.

(c) The target presents no criticality problems. Furthermore,

since the beamprobably can be shut off in microseconds, catastrophic heat-

ing of the target resulting from coolant failure should be avoidable.
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Furthermore, the target is not consumed, as in a fissile fuel;

the spallation products are not very different from the parent

material in their neutron production properties, though they may

have larger thermal capture cross sections.

(d) It is possible to have two or more complete target areas

separated and shielded from each other so that changes of target

or apparatus could be carried out at one while experiments were

in progress at the others. A possible layout of target space is

discussed in Appendix 7.

1.5.2 Operational Disadvantages

Among disadvantages presented by the accelerator are

the following:-

1. Experimenters would have to contend with an intense

background of high energy neutrons, mesons and y-rays from the

target. These can be circumvented to a large extent by the

use of tangential beam tubes which do not look directly at the

target. However, it is likely that special precautions to pre-

vent undesirable activation of experimental equipment exposed to

the fast neutron flux will be necessary (Appendix 7).

2. The health hazard created by the high energy particles

is formidable and very thick shielding (uP to 35 ft. of concrete)

will be necessary to protect personnel, (Appendix 7).

3. The region of peak flux around the target is small, 12

feet circum by 2 feet long), compared to the NRU core 32 feet

Circum by 10 feet long) and presents difficulties in accommodat-

ing a large number of beam tubes in high flux positions.
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1.5.3 Additional Advantages for Research

In addition to satisfying the various requirements for

neutron experiments and for production of radioactive isotopes,

the accelerator opens up several other fields of research.

1.5-3.1 Advanced Nuclear Power Technolog

The development of a feasible cycle for uranium or

thorium burning or a process for producing fissile materials us-

ing high energy bombardment of heavy element targets5,6 will re-

quire an exhaustive study of the neutron yield and the heat gene-

ration in such reactions. Initial studies involving deuteron

acceleration were carried out as part of the Livermore Radiation

6
Laboratory MTA project Further studies of these questions would

become possible with a high current high energy proton accelerator.

1.5-3.2 High Energy Physics

An enormous field of fundamental research can be tapped

with the intense beams of high energy protons, neutrons, v+, 7r_

�L and �L mesons and V Ve, e neutrinos of various energies

available from such an accelerator. In the field of nuclear structure

intense beams of 7r and �L mesons may provide new means of probing

the nucleus, comparable in power to the beams of neutrons, protons

or electrons now available. A summary of some suggested experi-

ments in this new field and in the field of high energy particle

physics is given in Appendix .

1.5-3.3 Biology and Medicine

A study of the experiments in biology and medicine that

would be possible with the various high energy beams has not been

made in the present survey. We draw attention, however, to a recent

discussion of isodose distributions for 50 MeV v mesons by the
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Oak Ridge group7which shows that the mesons provide a means of

tissue irradiation far superior to Co 60 y-rays or 110 MeV protons.

Other interesting applications of these beams in biological research

will no doubt be found.

2. DISCUSSION

The neutron generator is a versatile facility with con-

siderable latitude for future expansion or modification. It may

be feasible for example to increase the current to several hundreds

of milliamps. It may also be possible to increase the beam energy

by adding further rings to the spiral of the S.O.C., by adding

additional spirals, or by adding some other high energy device.

Conversely, it would not be essential to begin with the complete

installation if savings of capital outlay were necessary. For

example, it may be considered advisable to begin with only one

neutron target room anct omit the other together with the meson

research area. As mentioned above, the storage ring might also

be omitted initially.

The construction of the neutron facility would give

impetus to research and development in many fields. The scope

of such a device in solid state, nuclear, and high energy physics,

as well as the more applied fields of reactor physics and nuclear

engineering, has already been discussed. The new skills and
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technology learned during the development and construction stages

of the project would also bring direct benefits to many branches

of industry.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure - Schematic view showing dimensions of Bi target and

D20 moderator for continuous operation.

Figure 2 - Schematic arrangement of S.O.C. accelerator, storage

ring and target. The S.O.C. consists of a 15 MeV

Linac injector and two high energy stages 15-120 MeV

and 120-970 MeV.

Figure 3 - Schematic arrangement of complete neutron facility

showing S.O.C. accelerator with concentric storage

ring, 100-300 MeV short pulse area, meson experimental

area, two neutron source areas, and finally a proton

irradiation room. The shielding between the neutron

areas and between these areas and other areas is

heavy concrete. The neutron target assembly is shown

in more detail in Fig. 71.
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3. APPENDICES

3.1 Appendix I

Comparison of Parameters and Facilities of Research Reactors

In Table I a comparison is made between the characteristics

of NRU as a neutron beam research reactor and those of the HFBR

reactor, now nearing completion at Brookhaven and the Argonne Re-

actor.,AARR. The latter reactors were planned primarily for neutron

beam research and possess a number of highly desirable features

such as a good thermal to fast neutron ratio afforded by many

tangential holes, and beam holes 'tailored' for special purposes,

e.g. for the production of beams of cold neutrons.

Several other 'modern generation' reactors with fluxes exceeding

that of N.R.U. but with somewhat less attractive beam facilities

than those in Table I are reviewed in a recent article by Cole

8
and Weinberg
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3.2 Appendix 2

Neutron Users, Requirements for High Neutron Flux

A summary of experiments that would be possible with a

flux up to 100 times that of NRU has recently been made by neutron

users at CRNL and is given in section 32.2 below.

3.2.1 Required Characteristics of Neutron Source

Several conclusions may be drawn from this study which

clarify the characteristics that a generally useful neutron source

should possess. The requirements of various types of experiment

for neutron energy and pulse structure are displayed in Fig. 21.

The limits of the regions shown on this diagram should be inter-

preted as illustrative demarcations only and not as precise or

final boundaries.

3.2.1.1 Energy Requirements

The spectrum of neutron energies required for various

experiments ranges from thermal or subthermal neutrons (-< 0.1 eV)

through the epithermal and resonance regions to fast neutrons

with energies -,, 100 MeV. It is necessary therefore that the

sou.oce should be capable of providing beams of neutrons over a

wide range of energies and that as many as possible of these

beams should be available simultaneously.

3.2.1.2 Pulse Structure Requirements

The requirements for pulsing are also varied. n

considering advantages and disadvantages of pulsing it was assumed



TABLE I

Comparison of Parameters and Horizontal Beam Tube Facilities for Research Reactors

Parameters HFBRa AARR b NRU (new loading)

Power MW 4o 100 60

Core and Fuel Com act Compact, central distributed
U2TAl H20 island U235-Al
Alloy Al-U235 Alloy

3 8
Moderator D20 H20 D20

external trap in lattice

Reflector D20 Be H20

Primary cooling D20 H20 D20

Max. beam tube 0.7 1.3 0.16 (through tube)
flux x1.015 cm-2 sec-1 (4.9 in island) 0.06 (reentrant tube)

Beam tubes:

(a) Horiz. radial 1(8.9 cm) 12(10.8 cm and 4(30.4 and 15.2 cm re-
elliptical) entrant)c

(b) Horiz. tangential 7(8-9 cm) 2(30.4 and 15.2 cm in TC)

(c) through 2(10.8 cm) 2(8.2 x 11.4 cm elliptical)

(d) cold neutron 1(30.5 cm)

(e) thermal column 2(30.4 and 15.2 cm through)
5(61,30.4 and 17.1 cm)

9 14 15

a.- See reference and 2
b.- See references 3 and 4
c.- There are an additional 515.2 cm) and 130.4 cm) radial holes stopping at the reflector

which have very low flux and are not used.
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by the users that the time averaged neutron flux would remain

constant regardless of the pulsing conditions. The equirements

for pulsing may be classified in four categories.

A. Experiments independent of pulse structure. These com-

prise the radiation damage and irradiation type of experiments.

B. Experiments that are possible only if the source is

pulsed. These are fast neutron time-of-flight experiments re-

quiring very short pulses that are difficult to produce by chopper

techniques.

C. Experiments for which a pulsed source may introduce a

definite disadvantage. In this category are certain multiple

coincidence experiments that would suffer from excessive random

coincidence background counting rates if the events were concen-

trated in bursts of high intensity. Experiments employing count-

ers suffering from dead time or overload effects at very high

counting rates also fall in this category.

D. Experiments that could be carried out with a continuous

source but would, nevertheless, benefit from pulsing. This cat-

egory may be further subdivided into two groups.

(1) Time-of-flight experiments that are normally carried

out at a reactor with pulsing provided by some form of chopper.

For some of these experiments if would be necessary for reasons

of time definition to retain some or all of the chopper systems

with a pulsed source. However, with a synchronized pulsed-source

and chopper arrangement it may be possible substantially to reduce
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backgrounds arising from unwanted radiations in the beam and from

scattered 'room, radiation.

(2) Direct counting (non-coincidence) spectrometer-type

experiments. Here also a considerable reduction of continuous

,room, background and some time-dependent background from the beam

may be achieved if the detector is gated-on in synchronism with

the neutron pulses and gated-off between pulses.

An important practical disadvantage of pulsing is the

considerably greater complexity of both mechanical parts and re-

cording equipment usually associated with a time-dependent count-

ing system as compared to a continuous system. The experimental

time saved by improving the signal-to-noise ratio with a pulsed

system must therefore be balanced against the longer time required

to get such a system into operation and the inevitably greater

maintenance time. For some experiments the advantages of pulsing

may not be very large. On the other hand it may be shown that for

experiments with very low counting rate, where room, background

is a limitation, pulsing is always advantageous for improving the

signal-to-background ratio.

3.2.2 Survey of Proposed-Exper-Iments

3.2.2.1 Solid State and Scattering Law Experiments

Many new and interesting experiments would be possible

with a 100 times greater flux; representative examples are dis-

cussed below.
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A. Thin Specimens

(a) Determination of phonon dispersion relations in

materials where only small samples are available.

(b) Determination of antiferromagnetic spin wave dis-

persion relations for various rare earths.

(c) Determination of the time-dependent pair correlation

function for liquid He3.

(d) Studies of neutron diffraction in the presence of

strong extinction effects.

B. High Resolution

(a) Study of anharmonic effects especially at low tempera-

tures.

(b) Study of effect of superconductivity on normal vib-

rations in a crystal.

(c) Study of small discontinuities and other singular-

ities in the phonon dispersion relation of a metal (e.g. the Kohn

effect).

C. High Energies

(a) Extension to larger momentum and energy transfers

of the partial differential scattering cross-section measurements

on moderator materials to remove the present rather heavy depend-

ence on detailed models for the cross section in the energy trans-

fer region AE = 0.15 to 040 eV.
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(b) Studies of the dispersion relations for relatively

high energy transitions such as optical modes in some single cry-

stals (e.g. SrTiO3 or diamond) or spin waves in metals.

D. Polarization

Analysis of polarization as well as energy distributions

following scattering of a polarized initial beam.

3.2.2.2 Fission

The increase of neutron fluxes by two or more orders of

magnitude would benefit fission studies by permitting thinner

sources and better statistics in the region of symmetric fission,

by facilitating use of very pure (low background) thermal beams

and by making possible extension of existing experiments to the

epithermal and resonance region.

A list of some possible fission experiments follows:

A. Primary Charge Division could be studied by several dif-

ferent methods.

(a) By precision determination of the X-rays emitted by

the fission fragments stopped in an absorber or emitted following

the internal conversion of a prompt yray. The X-rays could be

measured with a curved crystal X-ray spectrometer or with recently

developed p-i-n detectors.

(b) By measurement of Auger electrons from the source or

stopping fragment. A suitable detector would be a high transmission

P-spectrometer such as the "orange" spectrometer.

(c) By A-counting in conjunction with a mass separator.
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B. Angular Momentum of the Fragments

Multiple coincidence methods (n-n-f, n-y-f, and n-f-f),

all with very low counting rate and requiring very pure beams,

provide possible ways of studying fragment angular momentum.

C. Partial Fission Cross Sections

Measurements of partial cross sections in the resonance

region are of interest for elucidation of the question of fission

channels.

D. Spin Determinations for Fission Resonances

E. Polarized Neutron and Target Studies

F. Studies of the level schemes of neutron rich nuclei by

observing the y spectra of the fragments in high resolution p-i-n

detectors. Many such nuclei are conveniently produced only as

fission fragments.

3.2.2.3 Neutron Capture yRays

A. Resonance Capture yRay Experiments

The increased flux would permit high resolution spectro-

scopy (with lithium drifted germanium detectors)over a wide energy

range in the resonance region. Spin measurements by y correl-

ations and neutron-y-ray angular distributions would also be pos-

sible at many resonances.

B. Thermal Capture Experiments

Among experiments which would fall well within the realm

of feasibility are:
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(a) Measurement of multipolarities of yrays by internal

conversion coefficient or internal pair electron correlation measure-

ments.

(b) Extension of measurements of circular polarization

of yrays following capture of polarized neutrons to all parts of

the primary spectrum. These experiments lead to information con-

cerning spins of levels and yray multipolarities.

(c) Resonance scattering experiments of the type where

the energy deficit is supplied by recoil from a previous capture

,y-ray. Such experiments yield information on the mean lives of

y-emitting states.

(d) Resonance scattering of radiations selected from

a white spectrum by crystal diffraction could be used for lifetime

determinations and for yy angular correlation measurements over

a wide range of excitation energies.

(e) Resonance scattering of both yrays and neutrons

in the forward direction from single crystal samples could be

used to measure the width and shape of nuclear resonances.

3.2.2.4 Reactor Physics Experiments

Among experiments in this field which would benefit

15 -2 -1from an increased flux, > 5 x 10 cm sec , are the following:

A. Measurement of cross sections of short-lived precursors,

including isomers, of stable or long-lived fission products.

B. Yield Measurements of known short-lived high-cross-section

fission products by measuring, in the Chalk River Pool Test Reactor
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(P.T.R.), the reactivity changes with time in irradiated fuel or

chemically separated fractions thereof.

C. A search for fission products of the same characteristics

as B, but as yet unidentified, using a combination of chemical

separation and P.T.R. swing techniques.

D. Measurement of direct fission yields for nuclides shield-

ed by relatively short-lived precursors and accumulated yields

for short-lived nuclei not at present accessible.

E. With a relatively pure thermal flux of - x 10 14 cm-2

-1 -4sec and Westcott r < 0 , cross sections of nuclei with relat

ively large resonance neutron contributions and/or markedly non

1/v energy variations could be measured by irradiation to high

burnup followed by mass analysis.

F. With a high intensity pulsed source it would be possible

to make differential measurements of the neutron spectra in energy

and time following the introduction of a fast neutron pulse into

a finite crystalline or a liquid moderator. In addition., the ef-

fect of the energy variation of coherent elastic scattering cross

sections on preferential neutron energy leakage in crystalline

moderators could be studied.

G. Study of U and Th target assemblies for production of

fissile material or power.

3.2.2.5 Preparation of Radioactive Materials

A. Decay scheme studies: An n-fold increase in flux results

in proportionate increase of the quantities of short-lived species
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that are available for study. The yields of p-th order capture

preactions go as n An increased flux would make available new

species for decay studies in the lower part of the table. In

the transuranic region it may even be possible to manufacture

new elements.

B. Production of tracers in a higher flux would make possible

many new experiments not now possible.

C. Independent fission yield measurements and yield measure-

ments in the valley or on the wings of the mass yield curve using

either radiometric or mass spectrometric methods could be done

more accurately.

D. Production of very high specific activity sources for

special uses, e.g. thermoelectric power sources in space.

3.2.2.6 Radiation Damage Studies

An increase of a factor of ten in the fast flux avail-

able would be very advantageous for low temperature radiation

damage experiments.

3.2.2.7 Fundamental Interactions

A. The flux increase would permit increased precision in the

neutron decay experiment. In particular, it should be possible to

measure the half-life of the neutron with an accuracy better than

the present best measurement. This would provide a check of the

ratio ca/Cv in the A-decay interaction.
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B. The zero energy n-n scattering amplitude, a measurement

of which ia of central importance in the understanding of the

fundamental nuclear forces, could be measured directly with better

precision than will be available in experiments now contemplated.

3.2.2.8 Fast Neutrons

In the fast neutron region, I to 00 MeV, new studies

of neutron-proton scattering and studies of reactions of the types

(nxy), (np), (n,,a)., (nd), (n,,T)_, and (nHe3) could be carried

out. Experiments could be initiated which would explore, in

minute detail, the differences that may exist in the nuclear

forces for neutrons and protons.
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3.3 Appendix 3

Comparison of Methods of Neutron Generation

In this appendix, various neutron generating methods

are compared first on the basis of continuous production as in

a reactor and second on the basis of fast neutron pulse production.

We are concerned here mainly with the question of obtaining a

high specific source strength (neutrons per cm3 of source). The

question of obtaining a high neutron flux is treated in Appendix

5.

3.3.1 Methods for Continuous Neutron Production

For any neutron generating device the specific source

strength is limited principally by the ratio PR /H., where PR s

the power density that can be handled by the cooling system and

Hp is the amount of heat deposited in the source per 'useful'

neutron escaping from the source.

The principal methods of neutron production that contend

as possible high intensity neutron sources are:

(a) Low energy accelerator (e.g. Tandem) using light
9 10particle reactions such as Be (dn)B At 10 MeV bombarding

3 9energy, the yield of this reaction is 55 x 10 n/deuteron
-2 10At 15 MeV, it is 13 x 10 n/deuteron
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(b) Electron linear accelerator. Modern electron Linac's

used for neutron production deliver pulses of 30 to 150 MeV electrons

11with peak powers of . 100 MW Neutrons are produced by photo

emission in uranium targets at the rate of about 5 x 10 -4 neutrons

per electron per MeV 12 at 35 MeV.

(c) Highly enriched, high flux reactor.

(d) Bombardment of heavy elements with protons or other

heavy particles of energy between 400 and 1000 MeV from linear

accelerators or cyclotrons

(e) Fusion devices.

The heat production H for these various methods is

given, in round numbers, as follows:

HP MeV/neutron**

(a) Be9 (dn)B 10 15 MeV 1200

(b) (yn) 35 MeV electrons 2000

(c) Reactort 200

(d) Bi(pxn) 970 MeV 23 (see Appendix )

(e) T + d fusion 3"

Recent advances in beam conduction in electrostatic accelerators,
i.e. control of electron back-flow in the accelerating tube, have
removed one of the important limitations to running these devices
at very high voltages. However, the problems associated with
charging and adequately insulating the terminal are formidable,
and, for the present, preclude serious consideration of direct
electrostatic methods of achieving high energies.

Not including the heat taken into the moderator by each neutron.

Assuming one "useful" neutron per fission, i.e. an escape of
one neutron per fission.

"The fusion neutrons carry a much larger amount of heat i4 MeV)
into the moderator.
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It would appear13 that the combined problems of con-

tainment and high reactivity make it very unlikely that a fusion

device will soon produce the large number of neutrons (in a small

volume) required for high thermal flux.

Of the remaining methods (d) is clearly to be preferred

on the basis of heat production. One of the reasons contributing

to low H for method (d) is that the loss of energy suffered by

the protons in electronic collisions reaches a minimum in the

region 600 - 1000 MeV.

We shall next show that the accelerator provides the

further advantage of a larger value of P compared to that.of a re-

actor. The design of reactor fuel elements is restricted by require-

ments imposed by criticality. These requirements circumscribe both

the materials and geometrical configurations that can be employed.

The fuel.elements for the various reactors listed in Table I (Appendix

1) are designed for power densities 4 MW/litre. The same restrict-

ions do not apply to the design of targets for the accelerator. It

is estimated that a target 60 cm long Dy 10 cm diameter consisting

of a Fb-Bi eutectic with axial flow velocity of 30 ft/sec and temp-

erature rise of 400 0C could be made to dissipate about 36 MW. The

corresponding average power density is 8 MW/litre. The maximum power

density (at the beam input end of the target) is about 16 MW/litre.

The above considerations of H and PR form the basic

physical argument for selecting the proton accelerator for con-

tinuous high flux neutron production. An additional factor in

favour of the accelerator may be present because of the smaller
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size of the target 651itres) compared to a reactor core 90

litres for HFBR) and the lower absorption in bismuth and lead

as compared to the UAl alloy. This advantage is expressed by

the ratio of the thermal flux obtained at a given point in the

moderator to the source strength giving rise to that flux. it

is shown in Appendix that the ratio of perturbed flux in a beam

tube 12 cm from the target to the source strength, for a 60 cm

long Bi target in a 120 cm thick D moderator, is
2

�th = 0.92 x 10-3 cm-2
N

For the reactor H.F.B.R. the corresponding ratio at the equivalent

position in the moderator with a flux of 7 x 10 14 cm-2sec-1 and

a power of 40 MW2 is found to be

�th -3 -2
N 0.56 x 10 cm

or about one half that for the accelerator.

The neutron production resulting from the bombardment

of uranium by deuterons up to 320 MeV has been measured by Crandall

14and Millburn It is found that the yield of neutrons per deut

eron of energy E is about 25% greater than the yield per proton

of the same energy. However, certain disadvantages associated

with deuteron acceleration that are not encountered with proton

acceleration make a deuteron accelerator unattractive:
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(a) The magnetic rigidity of the deuteron is,1-2 times

as large as the proton, necessitating higher magnetic field, or

larger radius, for the same energy.

(b) Copious neutron backgrounds will be produced at low

energy stages of acceleration by stray deuterons striking the

walls of the vacuum chamber.

3.3.2 Methods for Pulsed Neutron Production

Inspection of the users' requirements in Appendix 2

shows that the majority of users are either indifferent to, or

in favour.of, pulsing of the source. All of these are interested

in having the average flux exceed 100 times that of NRU, although

those doing time-of-flight experiments would presumably still be

interested in a facility which realized this increase merely in

the peak. It follows therefore that a pulsed source satisfying

the majority requirement is one having an average heat production

comparable to that of the continuous facility. Therefore, for

high fluxes, the conclusions reached for continuous sources in

the foregoing section must also apply and, for reasons already

given, the high energy proton accelerator method should surpass

the electron linac or reactor as a pulsed neutron source.

We note that neutron generators using reactions such as

Be9 (dn) or H3(dn) may give greater intensity than the high energy

proton accelerator within selected narrow bands of neutron energy

in the MeV range. However, (dn) reactions on light nuclei would

not compete with the proton accelerator as a source of pulsed

neutrons near thermal energies.
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3.4 Appendix 4

Existing High Power Proton Accelerator Design Studies

3.4.1 Comparison of Accelerator Design Parameters

The characteristics of four high current, high energy

proton accelerators now under consideration at various laboratories

are listed in Table II. These accelerators have been designed

primarily for use in high energy physics research and do not nec-

essarily represent the optimum solution for neutron generation.

Only two, the proton linear accelerator (P.L.A.) and separated

orbit cyclotron (S.O.C.) seem capable of producing the high aver-

age beam currents required. Both machines can be run in the con-

tinuous wave mode of operation. However, both machines have yet

to be proved in the voltage and current range of interest. The

highest energy proton linear accelerators in existence today, of

which the injector of the Argonne ZGS accelerator is a good example,

operated near 50 MeV. The S.O.C. concept is very new although

the newness is more a matter of geometrical arrangement than of

basic principles. No working models of this accelerator have

been constructed up to the present time. Of the two alternatives

for neutron generation., the S.O.C. appears to be the most economical

both in capital cost and operating cost. The saving in capital

cost derives from the more compact size of the S.O.C. and part-

icularly from the more efficient R.F. Cavity System. The latter
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is also responsible for the saving in operating costs.

3.4.2 The Separated Orbit Cyclotron

The following brief description of the S.O.C. accelerator

19-21is condensed from various reports by its inventor, F.M. Russell

3.4.2.1 Basic Principles of Design

The equilibrium orbit of the S.O.C. consists of a hel-

ical spiral as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 41. The ions

are guided in the helical orbit by alternating-gradient strong-

focusing) magnets. Placed at intervals of equal azimuthal angle

around the helix are radio frequency accelerating gaps represented

by the large dots in Fig. 41. The gaps lying in any vertical

plane belong to a single radio frequency cavity so that the orbit

passes through each cavity many times. A constant radio fre-

quency is applied to all cavities and the magnetic field exper-

ienced by the equilibrium orbit is adjusted so that an ion which

gains energy eV0cos�)s(V0 is the RF peak voltage and (�sthe phase

angle) takes exactly one half of an RF cycle, or some multiple

thereof, in passing from one gap to the succeeding gap.

With the requirement that the time between successive

acceleration is constant (i.e. that the cyclotron frequency

f Be
o 27rm

is constant and the number of gaps per turn is constant), the

radius of curvature of the equilibrium orbit and the strength of



TABLE II

Some Recent High Current Proton Accelerator Design Parameters

Machine Yale P.L.A. a Los Alamos P.L.A. b Mc2 Cyclotron c S.O.C. d

Emax MeV 1000 8oo 81o 1000
Variable Energy yes yes no yes

Pulse rate pps 28 ? continuous continuous

Pulse length msec 2 ? I? it

Duty cycle 5.6 6 100 100

Peak beam current ma 50 17 0.1 1

Avg. beam current ma 2.7 1 0.1 1

Peak beam power MW 50 14 o.o8 1

Avg. beam power MW 2.7 0.8 o.o8 1

Extraction efficiency 100 100 80 100

Cavity losses MW 86 (,60) - 13

Machine coste $ 30M 25M '-�lom 116M
9M

a See refs. 15 and 16
b See ref 17
c See refs. 7 and 8

(d See refs. 19-21
(e Exclusive of site, buildings and research equipment
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Fig 4 _ Diagram of beam path with both radial and axial separation.
Accelerating gaps are indicated by dots along the beam
path. The rf voltages at the gaps joined by dashed line are
in phase,
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the magnetic field at the alth accelerating gap are functions

of the ion energy only, apart from a scale factor. The radius

of curvature is given by

r (1-1/y2)1/2 r
a a 0

where 'Ya is the ratio of total energy of the ion at the alth

gap to the rest mass energy and r 0 is the cyclotron unit

ro = c/(2vf 0)

The field strength at the alth gap is

B = a a 0

where B 0 is the field at zero energy. The parameters and

r0 are related by the expression

B0= m 0c/(e r0)

These parameters govern the size of the accelerator and must

be comparable with a number of additional requirements among

which are the following:-

(a) The separation between R.F. cavities must be large enough

to accommodate strong-focusing magnets capable of stabilizing

the orbit in the field a . The region of stability is a function

of the number of gaps per turn, the length of a 'cell' (magnet

plus gap) and the strength and gradient of the field.

(b) The space available for accelerating gaps and the number

of gaps per turn must be compatible with a practical R.F. cavity
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design. The cavity must be of simple construction and must

operate in the required resonant mode. It must also have low

losses and be free of voltage break down for the accelerating

voltages required.

(c) The dimensions of magnets and R.F. cavities must be such

that machining and 'line-up' tolerances can be easily met.

(d) The cost of the accelerator should be kept to a minimum.

The cost is a function of the size of the magnets, the number of

cavities, and the size of the power supplies for both magnets

and cavities.

3.4.2.2 Design Details

A sketch of a radio frequency cavity system suggested

by Russell 19 is shown in Fig. 42. This cavity which is suitable

for operation in the transverse-electric (TE) mode can be built

4with a satisfactorily high unloaded 0, of about 2 x 10 Further

details are given in ref. 21. A sketch of the geometrical arrange-

ment of cavities strong-focusing magnets, and beam tbes is shown

in Fig. 43.

Because of the shorter distance covered by the ion per

R.F. period at low energies, it is not possible at the low energy

end of the spiral to find room for the same number of cells that

are conveniently fitted in per revolution at the high energy end.

In the design outlined by Russell 19 this difficulty is overcome

by using a linear accelerator to cover the lowest energies (O to 

MeV) while the range above 15 MeV is divided into two stages of
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Fig 42 Sketch of part of suggested radio-frequency cavity system.
The electric field is a maximum at the center of the cavity
and is parallel to the path of the ions. The separation along
the equilibrium orbit between two sets of gaps is simply
PX 2 where is given by 27Tmc/NeB0 and N is the number
of such cavities.
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Fig. 43 Sketch of a complete magnet and rf cavity sector. Each
sector contains one rf cavity and pairs of magnet cells, the
positive and negative gradient sections being mounted upon
a common support so that the magnet pairs can be aligned
accurately.
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Fig 44 Artist's sketch of whole machine showing location of wedge
sections and the folded nature of the machine. The insert
shows details of the rf cavities, the coils, and the arrangement
of the magnet stacks.
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Fig 45 Radial-cross section of an SOC intended to accelerate protons
from 120 MeV up to GeV. A single rf cavity is used and is
bent at the mid-energy point. End coils for correcting the
magnetic field distribution are indicated at both top and bottom
of the coil system. The successive points tranversed by the
beam a-re indicated by dots.
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SOC acceleration, 15 to 120 MeV, and 120 MeV to the final energy.

The cyclotron frequency and R.F. frequency of the higher energy

stage is maintained in the lower but the number of accelerations

per RF cycle is reduced from two to one and hence the spacing

between accelerating gaps is increased by a factor of two allow-

ing more room for magnets and cavities.

An alternative to the beehive configuration of Fig. 41

is shown in Fig. 44. Here the direction of progression of the

turns in the z-direction is reversed near the mid point giving a

much more compact and rigid structure with a resulting saving of

magnet iron. A radial section through this accelerator is shown

in Fig. 45. Straight sections are provided in the beam tubes

in each quadrantto provide necessary space for magnets imparting

the z-motion and for injector and extractor magnets.

3.4.2.3 Design Parameters

A partial list of parameters extracted from the design

outlined by Russell 19 are given in Table III. These quantities

are intended only to show the scale of the accelerator and do not

represent a complete or final specification.

A summary of costs estimated by Russell is given in

Table IV. In prepartion of these estimates, the following as-

sumptions were made:

1. Output - proton beam current 1 ma, mean, at 1 BeV
2. s = 200
3. DC to RF conversion efficiency 60%
4. RF power supply at $165/kw of delivered RF.
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5 Tubes, 500 kw, at Aw
6. Cavities at $20/ft2
7. coils at $3/lb
8. Magnet poles and blocks at $0.50/lb
9. Pole shims $40/ft of ion path first stage and $20/ft second

stage
10. R.F. circuits etc. $130/kw.

3.4.2.4 Discussion of the S.O.C. Concept

The following desirable features of the S.O.C. have

been noted:

1. Because the beam passes each point in the machine only once,

many resonances encountered in other types of cyclic accelerator

are avoided. In the ideal case only the basic instabilities com-

mon to all alternating gradient systems exist and these present

19no difficulties in design However, the permissable tolerances

on position of magnets and field gradients are of importance. Pre-

liminary estimates indicate that tolerances on mechanical adjust-

ment of guide magnets about the equilibrim orbit could be ± 5 x 10-3

in. The corresponding field error is in 103 which is a moder-

19ately relaxed tolerance for a fixed field device The tolerance

on the regulation of R.F. voltage amplitude appears to be no more

stringent than for a linear accelerator.

2. Both the amount of R.F. cavity per acceleration and the field

strength is less than that required for a proton linear accelerator.

The cavity losses are 13 MW for the S.O.C. compared to about 60

MW for a P.L.A. at 1000 MeV (see Table II).

3. The size of building required to house an S.O.C. is much

smaller than that for a P.L.A.
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Table III

Accelerator Parameters For 15-1000 MeV SC19

f 0, cyclotron frequency (MC/s) 3.82

ro, cyclotron unit (in) 555

f r, frequency in cavities (MC/S) 191

B 0 (kG) 2.25

Number of gaps in 60 turns (2nd stage) 6000

Electric field strength in cavity (kV/in) 37

Total Power loss to cavities, both stages (�S=20'(Mw) 0.1

Beam loading at 10 mA mean, both stages (MW) 9.8

Magnet height, 2nd stage (ft) 7.5

at 120 Mev at 1000 MeV

Magnet radius 2nd stage (ft) 21.5 4o

B 2nd stage (kG) 4.50 4.88

Weight of magnet iron, less shims, both stages(tons) 650

Weight of copper, both stages (tons) 384

Total magnet power, both stages (MW) 2.88
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Table IV

Accelerator Cost Estimate 19

$M

Cockcroft-Walton Injector 0.250

15 MeV Linac 1.48o

First Stage SOC
Magnets and Power Supply 0.970
Cavities and RF Parts .400
RF Power Supply and Tubes .450
Vacuum System .100

1.920

Second Stage SOC
Magnets and Power Supply 3.882
Cavities and RF Parts 2.330
RF Power Supply and Tubes 2.250
Vacuum System .100

8.562

Miscellaneous .750

12.962

Contingency 20% 2.59

Total 15-55
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Among disadvantages of the S.O.C. machine are the followings

1. Construction of the S.O.C. may be more expensive than

noted by Russell because of the uniqueness of each piece. For

example in the first stage some 1100 magnets are required, each

with a different radius of curvature, length and field strength.

It may be possible to economize by using a standard magnet de-

sign with special pole faces for each magnet as required, but

construction may still present more problems than for more con-

ventional accelerators.

2. An approximate calculation of phase defocusing caused

by space charge effects indicates that a limit of average beam

current may be encountered near 100 ma. This limit is not much

greater than the required current (see section 14) and suggests

that a full scale investigation of this aspect of the machine is

desirable.

3. The S.O.C. is a variable-energy machine only in so far

as it is possible to extract the beam at various stages along the

spiral. The changing of beam energies therefore involves shifting

the extraction magnet from one position to another with attendant

cumbersome modifications in the beam transport system.

4. The designs for the S.O.C. described in Russell's study 19

are very preliminary and are intended only to establish the feasib-

ility of the separated orbit principle. Many improvements would

no doubt come to light in a serious design study. It is noted
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that the division of the accelerator into two separate stages

as in Fig. 2 is somewhat arbitrary. While a change in mode of

operation may be necessary near 120 MeV, there is much latitude

in geometrical arrangement of the two stages; for example, they

could be mounted one on top of the other or the beehive structures

could be inverted if there was a structural or economic advantage

to be gained in doing so.
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3.5 Appendix 

Parameter Optimization for Continuous Neutron Production

In this appendix consideration is given to the optimum

choice of target, moderator, beam energy and beam current to

16 -2 - 1produce at minimum cost the required flux of 10 n cm sec

Because of many uncertainties as yet unresolved concerning neut-

ron yields as a function of neutron energy and target geometry, no

more than a rough determination of the optimum operating con-

ditions is justified.

3.5.1 Target

The selection of the optimum target material for the

production of neutrons by the (pxn) reaction depends on the

neutron yield per proton and the heat accompanying each neutron 22

HP (appendix 3. Although, as shown experimentally by Bercovitch,

Carmichael, Hanna and Hincks 23. . the neutron yield increases with

mass number, materials such as U238 and Th 232 must be ruled out

as targets because in these materials a significant increase in

HP occurs due to fission processes following the proton inter-

action. If, for example, only one fission event occurred per

proton interaction in U238 (an underestimate for a thick target),

HP would be about 30 MeV per neutron at a bombarding energy of 

BeV as compared to 23 MeV in the absence of fission. Therefore,

in the present application where the object is to produce a large

neutron flux, the necessity of minimizing the heat produced in
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the target imposes a lower limit with a uranium target than with

a material such as bismuth for which the fission contribution is

negligible. A further argument against the use of uranium is its

relatively high absorption of thermal neutrons. A promising tar-

get material with excellent heat transfer possibilities would

appear to be a Pb-Bi eutectic On the other hand where a large

neutron production, but not necessarily large flux, is required,

6
the use of a uranium target is indicated

The optimum target dimensions can only be determined by

a detailed study of the dynamics of the cascade and evaporation

processes occurring in the (pxn) reaction. A Monte Carlo cal-

22
culation designed to answer these questions is in progress 

Consideration of the effective nuclear interaction length 20 cm)

for high energy protons in bismuth, with rough estimates of the

beam spread during the cascade and target cooling requirements,

have lead to the adoption, in the present analysis, of a target

of length 60 cm and radius cm as shown in Fig. 

3.5.2 Moderator

The thermal neutron flux at the source end of a beam

tube for a target of given dimensions depends on the dimensions

and material of the moderator, the thickness of the moderator

between the target and the tube and the dimensions and materials

of the tube. From considerations presented in appendix it

is concluded that a cylindrical D 20 blanket of thickness 120 cm
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and length 300 cm (Fig. 1) would be desirable. The cost of D 2 0

in the complete system, including heat-exchangers, etc would be

about $lM at $20/lb. In a refined design, involving considerations

of such diversematters as the detailed shape of the target assembly

and the optimum number and placement of beam tubes, it may be

possible to arrive at a more nearly spherical moderator shape

with considerable economy of the D 20 inventory.

The thickness of D 20 between target and beam tube

adopted in the present analysis is similar to that used in the

HFBR reactor2 , viz. 12 cm. The flux depression caused by the

presence of beam tubes around the HFBR core is 30%. The flux

depression for the present arrangement assuming the same number

of tubes has been estimated with certain simplifying assumptions

for beam tube geometry to be a factor of 2.

3.5.3 Determination of Neutron Source Strengt

By scaling from Figs. 10.5, 10.7 and 10.8, appendix 10,

we estimate the mid plane flux at the end of a beam hole to be

�th 0.92 x 10-3 N cm-2 sec -1

where N is the source strength and where it is assumed that the

neutron production is uniform along the 60 cm length of the target.

The design flux value of 10 16 n cm-2sec-I would therefore be ob-

tained with a source strength

18 -1N = 9 x 10 sec
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3.5.4 cost optimization

3.5.4.1 Basic Considerations

It is reasonable to assume as a first approximation

that the cost, C, of a high energy proton accelerator will con-

tain contributions proportional to the energy E and to the beam

power, i.e.,

C = aE + bP = E(a+bI)

where I is the beam current. C may be made the capital cost,

the operating cost, or any suitable combination of the two by

suitable choice of a and b. For the present required source

strength of 9 x 10 18 n sec-1, we may write

I = 1.5 x 10 3/,V(E) ma,

where v(E) is the number of neutrons produced in the target per

proton of energy E. Thus if the functional form of v(E) is known,

it is possible to determine the energy E and current I at minimum

cost, for values of a and b dictated by the economics of the accale-

rator.

There are no direct measurements of the thick target

yield, v(E), in bismuth. The cascade and evaporation neutron
24yields derived for uranium by Russell from measurements of

Meadows, Ringo and Smith 25 , when transformed to bismuth using a

mass dependence obtained from Bercovitch et al.23 are about a

factor of 3 higher than the yields quoted by Wallace and Sondhaus26
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27for lead. Their values are apparently based on Fig. of Moyer

Recent Monte Carlo calculations 23 performed at Chalk River suggest

values about 35 of the Russell-Smith values in the range of proton

energies 03 to 1 BeV. These calculations depend strongly on the

intra-nuclear cascade calculation of Metropolis et al.28,29 and

30the evaporation calculations of Dostrovsky, Rabinowitz and Bivins

When these calculations are compared with experiment, the agreement

is usually satisfactory for the average number-and energy of part-

iclesj though poor for a specific reaction, for instance the (p,2n)

reaction. The principal uncertainty of the present calculation

probably arises from the normalization to the neutron yields per

interaction obtained by Bercovitch et a23. The internal con-

sistency of their measurements would indicate an uncertainty of

about ± 20%. However, for 500 MeV protons on uranium, the yields

obtained by Crandall and Millburn14 are about 40% higher than Ber-

covitch et al. and those of Meadows, Ringo and Smith 25 about 50%

lower. Bearing in mind these uncertainties, the provisional re-

sults of the present calculations can be fitted in the range 03

to 1 BeV by the linear relation

v(E) �� 457 28.6 E 50% (E in BeV)

for a metallic bismuth target cm in radius, 60 cm long.

3.5.4.2 Cost Optimization and Parameters for S.O.C.

From cost information given by Russell'9 (appendix 4)

we may evaluate parameters a and b and hence, on the basis of the
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above relations, determine the minimum cost solution for both cap-

ital and operating costs. For the purposes of the present optim-

ization calculation, capital costs include RF power equipment,

magnets, coils, vacuum chamber, cavities and injector but not D 20,

buildings, or research equipment. The latter items will be in-

cluded in the cost summary, section 35.4-3. Similarlythe operat-

ing cost used in the calculation is the cost of power only, which

was assumed to be delivered at $35/kW year. Other operating costs

such as power tube replacements, salaries, and research expenses

are given in section 35.4-3. Parameters obtained on this basis

are given in Table V.

Table V Parameter Optimization

Item Capital Minimum Operating Minimum

6a 12.3 x 10 $/Bev o.45 x 1 $/Bev year

b 0.39 x 10 6 $/MW 0.035 x 10 6 MW year

E(MeV) 732 970

I(ma) 92 65

Beam Power MW) 67 63

Cavity Power (MW) 9.6 13

Total R.F. (MW) 77 76

Magnet Power (MW) 2.3 3.0

Target Heat* (MW) 43 35

Capital Cost ($M) 39.4 42.1

Annual Power Cost ($M) 4.55 4.51

From the Monte Carlo calculation 22-A small contribution (about
5%) from the small number of fissions occurring in the bismuth
is included, but not the contribution from A-decay, for which
see section 35.4.4.
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The two solutions are close together in cost and in

view of the very approximate nature of the neutron yield inform-

ation there is little justification on economic grounds for choos-

ing one over the other. For the same reason the absolute values

of the parameters in either solution should not be taken very

seriously. In this report, the operating minimum solution is

chosen because it calls for the higher energy and lower current.

These operating conditions are the more attractive for several

reasons:

(a) High currents are more difficult to produce (ion

source problems) and to handle (space charge repulsion) than low

currents. No such technical difficulties are associated with

higher energies.

(b) With constant beam power and beam area the heat

released per unit volume of the target is less for high energy

and low current than for low energy and high current.

(c) Both the kinds of mesons produced and the intensities

of the meson beams increase with increasing energy (see appendix 8).

Moreover, the costs increase rather slowly with E above

the minimum and considerations such as the three just mentioned

may ultimately justify a decision to operate at even higher ener-

gies.

3.5.4.3 Summary of Costs for S.O.C.

3.5.4-3.1 Capital Costs
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No detailed study of costs other than those for the

accelerator itself has been made. In the following we give order

of magnitude estimates using as a guide estimates for the Yale

P.L.A�5 where local estimates are not available.

1. D2 0 (section 35.2) $ .m

2. Electrical feed equipment, i.e. substation 0.5

3. Building

Accelerator room, area 10 4 sq. ft.

10% of Yale P.L.A. area, i.e.

0.1 x $3.4m = $0-3M

Experimental and service areas,

including beam handling and special

shielding (estimate) 4.om

Target assembly (estimate) 4.om-
8.3

4. Research equipment estimate 2.0

li.8

970 MeV accelerator (section 35.4.2) 42.1

20% contingency lo.,8

Total Capital cost excluding engineering
design costs $64-7M

3.5.4-3.2 Annual Operating Costs

Again the estimate for the Yale P.L.A. is used as

a guide.

Salaries and overhead $1.OM

Research operations 1.0

Tube replacement (less than for P.L.A.) 0.5

Other utilities, supplies, services etc. 0.2

Power with E rf 60% at $35/KW year 4.5

Total annual operating cost $7.2M
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3-5.4-3-3 Comparison of Costs of S.O.C. and High Flux Reactor

It is of interest to compare the capital and operating

costs of the accelerator as a neutron source with those of a high

flux reactor operated in Canada. The reactor will be assumed to

be similar to H.F.B.R. with a flux of 7 x 10 14 cm- 2 sec -1 and source

strength of about 12 x 10 18 sec- 1 (the value calculated assuming

a power of 40 Mw and H = 200 MeV per neutron). The capital cost

is taken to be $12M, which is approximately the value quoted for

H.F.B.R.31 The reactor operating cost is crudely estimated using

as a guide the costs of enriched fuel for the NRU reactor and the

operating costs of the NRX and NRU reactors, excluding costs of

engineering experimentsC060production facilities, and other reactor

facilities of research nature. The operating cost so obtained is

$1. ± 0.2M per annum. For the S.O.C., an annual operating cost

(exclusive of research expenses) of $6.2M is assumed.

S.O.C. Reactor

$M $M

Capital cost per unit 10 14 Cm-2 sec-1 flux 0.65 1.7

Capital cost per unit 1018 sec-1 source strength 7.2 10

Annual operating cost per unit 1014 cm-2 sec-1 flux 0062 0.22

Operating cost per gram of neutrons 0.013 0.029

It is evident that the accelerator represents a substantial

improvement over the reactor in the unit costs for neutron production.

The differential would be still greater for reactors designed to

16 -2 Igive fluxes approaching 10 cm sec

3.5.4.4 Target Heating

22The neutron yield at 970 MeV is 23.4 neutrons/proton

Neglecting inelastic scattering in the target, each neutron carries

out - 17 MeV a net energy of -� 23 Mev/neutron or 540 MeV/proton
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being left in the target. For a current of 65 ma, the heat dis-

sipated in the target is then 054 x 65 = 35.1 W.

The heat generated by radioactive decay in the Bi target

is small. This effect, which is in contrast to that obtaining in

a reactor fuel element, arises from the fact that the valley of

stability tends to run parallel to = 82 for decreasing A. On

the average, a 970 MeV incident proton will cause spallation in

2 or 3 nuclei. Most of these will have emitted at least one

proton. Thus the products in a bismuth target will be mainly

neutron deficient lead and thallium isotopes with fewer neutron

deficient bismuth isotopes. The average + decay energy (includ-

ing annihilation radiation) of this group of nuclides will be

less than - MeV/proton, i.e. less than 0.5 W will be depos-

ited in the target.

The heat generated by neutron capture in bismuth and

the subsequent radioactive decay of Bi 210 and Po 210 is also small

compared to the heat deposited by the proton beam. n a flux of

10 16 cm-2 sec- 1 there will occur about 10 12 RaE and Po 210 decays/

sec/gm of bismuth at equilibrium. The average decay energy is

- 5.88 MeV or � 1 watt/gm. For a 50 kgm target this results in

a total heat production of 05 MW-

The total heat generated in the target 60 cm long and

10 cm diameter is in round numbers., 36 MW. It is estimated that

this heat can be dissipated by axial flow of a Pb-Bi eutectic at

30 feet per second with a 4oo 0C temperature rise.
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3.6 Appendix 6

Provision For Pulsin

3.6.1 Pulsing of Proton Beam

3.6.1.1 Introduction

The proton beam in devices using radio frequency accele-

ration is necessarily 'bunched' into distinct packets which arrive

at each succeeding RF gap within a limited range of the phase

angle, (�.. Particles arriving outside this phase acceptance

region are lost to the walls of the accelerating tube. In the

S.O.C. the phase acceptance (duty cycle) is typically 16%19.

Therefore, at 200 Mc/s cavity frequency, the S.O.C. beam exhibits

a microstructurel of 0.8 nsec pulses spaced 5 nsec apart.

It has been suggested15 that beam mcrostructure

may be of value for certain fast time of flight applications.

It may be convenient in some experiments to uso these pulses at

the full 200 Mc/s repetition rate, but it seems likely that arrange-

ments whereby only occasional packets, e.g. in 100, are deflect-

ed to a separate target would be found more useful. In the latter

case, such experiments could be carried out simultaneously with

others experiments making use of the remaining 99% of the beam

at a second target location.

For many experiments it is desirable to use proton

pulses of duration long compared to the R.F. period. The pro-

duction of these 'macroscopic' pulses can be effected either in-
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itially, by pulsing the ion source and accelerating the pulsed

beam or by accelerating a continuous beam and providing some means

of creating pulses (bunching) after acceleration. One principal

disadvantage of the first method is that the instantaneous cur-

rents in the pulses are very large and lead to space charge ef-

fects in the accelerating system at low energies. A second dis-

advantage is that the R.F. power in the accelerating cavities

must either be left on between pulses, which is wasteful of power

or must be switched off and on between pulses. In the latter

case, the necessary radio-frequency and modulating equipment

appears to be several times more costly per unit of average beam

power than for c.w. operation. Furthermore.. the buildup time of

the R.F. power in the pulse limits the pulse structure that can

be accelerated efficiently to pulses longer than about 50 micro-

seconds. A final disadvantage of pre-acceleration pulsing is

that it removes the possibility of obtaining a continuous neutron

source, except perhaps for thermal neutrons, where the long die-

away time in a thick D20 moderator could act to smooth out the

pulse structure. Clearly for the present application it is de-

sirable to have continuous acceleration and a facility for post-

acceleration bunching.

Whether the S.O.C. proton beam is extracted in the con-

tinuous wave mode of operation or whether it has been subjected

to post7acceleration macroscopic bunching, it will probably retain

the RF microstructure. Techniques for debunching' or smoothing
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this fine structure have been described 3,33 Debunching may be

necessary for certain experiments which cannot tolerate high

instantaneous counting rates.

3.6.1.2 Proton Storage Ring

A proton storage ring arrangement is shown schematically

in Fig. 2 The 970 MeV proton beam from the S.O.C. is guided in-

to a magnetic ring structure where it is continuously 'stacked'

in an orbit for a pre-determined length of time. Subsequently,

the stacked beam is ejected from the ring into the target in a

time short compared to the storage time. Ideally it would be

desirable to produce pulses of about 10 -7 sec duration with a

repetition rate of about 200 sec- 1; if the whole of the continuous

beam were to be converted to pulses the storage time would necess-

arily be milliseconds.

Up to the present time, no proton storage rings have

been put in operation with high energy accelerators. Storage

rings for electrons have been devised and proven to be success-

34,35ful , Partly as a result of this success and partly because

of growing interest in colliding beam experiments with high energy

protons of 25 to 300 BeV, the feasibility of proton storage rings

36-38has been discussed recently in much detail . However, in the

present application at lower energies, the storage capacity of

such rings is reduced and it would appear not to be feasible to
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stack the entire S.O.C. utput for milliseconds without consid-

erable modification in design. No detailed investigation of

optimum storage methods has been attempted in the present study.

For purposes of comparison with other pulsing methods, we shall

assume below that a practicable method can be devised for convert-

ing the entire continuous beam to 10-7 sec-long pulses at 200 pps.

Among conditions determining the number of protons that

may be stored in a ring and the length of storage time are the

36,37, 39,40following

(a) Vacuum:

The vacuum in the storage ring must be sufficiently low

that the circulating beam is not appreciably attenuated during

the storage time. That this is readily attained has already been

demonstrated in the CERN Accelerator where 910 BeV circulating

- 6 41proton beams have a maximum life of 2 minutes at 2 x 10 mm Hg

(b) Phase Space Considerations:

A theorem in dynamics (see ref. 42 under Liouville) tates

that the volume in phase space occupied by a group of particles

is a constant of the motion. Since any practical storage ring

can contain particles in only a finite region of phase space, the

number of particles which the ring can hold is limited. Courant36

has estimated this limit for a storage ring at 300 BeV with certain

assumptions about the dimensions and momentum spread of the beam

at injection and about the range of momentum over which a proton

can be held in the ring. When the calculation is adapted to pro-
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tons of energy -� 970 MeV, it is found that a storage ing can

contain only about 150 turns of particles. For a 5 millisecond

storage time in an 80 ft dia. ring, 1.5 x 104 turns must to stack-

ed. Thus a method of increasing the storage capacity by increas-

ing the range of momentum over which storage is possible in any

one ring, by using multiple rings placed side by side with their

planes normal to the same magnetic field, or by some other method

would appear to be necessary if the entire output of the S.O.C.

is to be converted to pulses at 200 pps.

(c) Space Charge Limitations:

Transverse de-focusing may occur in the ring because of

space charge. This difficulty has been discussed by Courant36 who

believed that it could probably be overcome in the high energy

storage ring he was considering. Even assuming it were possible

to store the whole beam, it would appear that the charge density

in our case would be made less than Courant's. Therefore, space

charge limitations are not obviously prohibitive.

Mutual coulomb scattering by the particles in the beam

is important in electron storage rings. However, application of

the theory of this effect 43 to storage of the full 970 MeV proton

beam for a storage period of milliseconds shows that the scatter-

ing effect would be negligible.

Extraction of the stored beam from the ring also presents

formidable problems in design. Practicable methods probably would
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involve ejector magnets35,44 which can be pulsed on for intervals

as short as 10-5 sec with rise times of 2 x 10-7 sec. A vital

consideration is to prevent even a small fraction of the beam

from striking the walls of the vacuum chamber where it will give

rise to secondary radiation, induced activities, and local heat-

ing which in severe cases could have catastrophic consequences.

3.6.2 Neutron Pulsin

As discussed in appendix 2 various experiments re-

quiring pulsing have been proposed over the whole range of neutron

energies. Fast neutron experiments in the energy range to 100

MeV require short pulses < 0- 8 seconds. For such experiments

deflection of occasional individual microstructure pulses to a

suitable target would produce an ideal neutron source. if it

were desirable to extract the proton pulses after about 100

MeV of acceleration, such a facility might conveniently be placed

between the first and second stage of the S.O.C. at 120 MeV As

mentioned earlier, this facility could be operated without apprec-

iable loss of beam to other users. It must also be operated in

such a way that no appreciable portion of the beam is scattered

to the walls during the pulse extraction process.

Resonance neutron time of flight experiments typically

require pulses of length less than 10-6 sec. Such pulses may

be produced by bombarding a thin target, thin moderator assembly

with 970 MeV protons using selected microstructure pulses, or the

11-1 0-7 sec-long pulses produced by a storage ring. The extraction
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of individual microstructure pulses will be more difficult at

970 MeV than at 100 MeV; no study has been made of possible ways

this may be done.

Thermal and epithermal time of flight experiments re-

quire pulses in the range 1-5 to 10-6 sec approximately. Such

pulses could be produced by bombarding a thick target with protons

from a storage ring, the target being surrounded by a moderator

of optimum thickness to give pulses of the energy required. For

good resolution a chopper must be used in synchronism with the

pulses from the accelerator (see section 36.2.2).

3.6.2.1 Resonance and Fast Neutron Intensities

The neutron intensities and pulse lengths obtained

from resonance and fast neutron target assemblies depend strongly

on the geometry and other properties of the target and moderator.

The problem of choosing optimum moderator conditions, has been

45discussed in detail by Michaudon

In this section we shall compare various pulsed neutron

devices as fast neutron sources divorced from the moderator ques-

tion which applies equally to all such devices. A rough figure

of merit for comparing different pulsed neutron source for time-

of-flight work is:

M Ja Jp x f
T 2 T

where Ja and J are respectively the average and peak unmoderated
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47r neutron outputs in the shortest pulses of which the source is

capable in neutrons per sec, f is the repetition rate in sec -1

and T is the pulse length in seconds. It is assumed that the

sources compared give the same neutron energy spectrum, that there

are no restrictions on the flight paths, and that all parts of

the source are effective in producing fast neutrons. The pulse

length enters as the square because, to maintain time resolution,

changes in T must be compensated by changes in flight path which

affect the counting rate through the inverse square law.

Figures of merit for various time-of-flight facilities

are compared in Table VI. For purposes of comparison it is

assumed that the present accelerator can be operated in three

modes:

1. Continuous bombardment of a thick target; pulses produced by

a chopper with characteristics identical to those of the fast

neutron chopper at N.R.U.

2. Storage ring pulsing with a thin target stopping only 1 of

the proton beam. It is assumed that the full output of the accele-

rator can be converted to pulses by the storage ring.

3. Microstructure pulses of 970 MeV protons deflected at rate of

1:100 to a thin target stopping 1% of the beam.

On the basis of this figure of merit it would appear

that the present accelerator, in either of modes 2 or 3 is suP-

erior by several orders of magnitude to other time-of-flight sources

Assuming the target area is smaller than that of the beam.
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Table VI

Figure of Merit For Fast Neutron Time-of-Flight Facilities

P p and PA are peak and average power delivered to target. All other symbols are defined in the text.

i P i A PP PA f T M Ref.

Facility sec-1 sec-1 MW MW sec- 1 sec sec-3

Rensselaer electron Linac a 4xio17 2.6xio 12 130 8.4xio-4 720 9XIO-9 3.2x1028 11

19 13 8 28Nevis Cyclotron 10 1.2xlO 60 2xlO- 3x1O 46

Pulsed Reactor I.B.R.b -�1017 3xlO 13 3 .01 83 3.6xio-7 2.4x1018 47

N.R.U. Fast Neutron Chopper bc 1.4xio 16 1.5xlO 13 - - 1.3xlO 3 8x,0-7 2.3xlO 25

Present accelerator, chopper d 1.8xio 19 1.9X10 16 - - 1-3x103 8x,0-7 3xiO 28 App-5

Present accelerator, storage ringe 1.5xlO 21 9X1016 8x1o3 0.47 200 3xlO-7 1XI030 App-5,6

Present acceleratorMicrostructure f 5-7x1017 9X1014 3 4-7x10-3 2x104 8X10-10 1.4xlo35App-5,6

a - Assume Hp (section 33-1) = 2000 MeV/neutron

b - Assume H. = 200 MeV/neutron

- Assume 10 14 cm-2 sec-l fast neutron flux, 70 cm 2 D 0 scatterer, 104 rpm, 
2 14 1

channels per rev., 2 slits per channel whence J (effective) = 2 x 70 x 10 sec-

d - Assume chopper as in c and 9 x 10 18 sec-1 continuous source strength whence
ip (effective) = 2 x 9 x 1018 sec-1

e - Assume 1% of proton beam from storage ring is stopped in thin target, J =.olx9xlol8 sec-1A
f - Assume 1:100 micr.ostructure pulses are deflected to a thin target stopping 1% of the

beam, JA = 0.01 x 0.01 x 9 x 1018 sec-1.
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in use today. However, as mentioned above, it is not yet clear

that it will be practicable to devise a storage system that will

accept the whole output of the S.O.C. and it may be necessary to

settle for conversion of only a fraction of the c.w. output to

pulses. It also may not be practicable to realize the full gain

for the microstructure pulses because of neutron straggling and

time-of-flight path-length uncertainties which imit the time

resolution.

3.6.2.2 Thermal and Epithermal Neutron Intensities

In this section we shall compare the thermal and epi-

thermal pulsed neutron flux intensities obtained with storage

ring pulsing to that obtained under optimum conditions with con-

tinuous wave operation. Optimum conditions for ew operation are

obtained with a large (> 120 cm thick) D20 moderator. The effect-

ive peak flux of neutrons in any pulse interval, defined by a

mechanical chopper, in this mode of operation is equal to the

time average value. On the other hand, with a pulsed neutron

source, the neutrons emerging from the moderator are bunched to-

gether in time; the moderation process introduces some degree of

blurring of the primary pulses, but there is in general an increase

in peak neutron flux over the time average value. In making the

comparison the following assumptions are made:

1. That the same time average neutron source strength is achieved

in cw and storage ring pulsed operation.
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2. That the requirement is for Psec wide pulses 200 p.p.s. of

either thermal < 0127 eV) or epithermal 0127 < E < 1.46 eV)

neutrons.

3. That in both modes of operation the neutron pulses are de-

fined by a mechanical chopper. With the storage ring mode the

chopper is phased with respect to the ring so that the psec

long pulse is extracted from the peak of the neutron burst pro-

duced in the moderator.

A quantitative comparison of the peak fluxes for a

variety of accelerator pulse widths, P, and for various moderator

configurations is given in Fig. 61 in terms of an enhancement

factor (E.F.) calculated from information in appendix 9.

Here E.F. is the ratio of the effective neutron flux during

the 5 �Lsec chopper pulse from the given moderator configuration

to the neutron flux for optimum cw operation.

In calculating the values of E.F. for epithermal

(thermal) neutrons it is necessary to find the quantities T E and

�2( ,r) ('0.127' Tth and �th( zr) ) defined in appendix 9 for

the moderator configurations considered. In a typical calculation

we assume a moderator thickness R cm, with a small hole of depth

(R-r) cm (Fig. 61) directed toward the center of the target.

The calculation is necessarily inexact for several reasons. For

example, the flux values �) can be found from appendix 9 on the

assumption that presence of the beam hole produces no flux de-
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pression. Furthermore, the precise dependence of the mean lives

TE-1 IT 0.127 and r th upon r and R has not been determined but only

their dependence on R in the absence of beam holes. The E.F.

values in Fig. 61 are based on plausible estimates of T. For

a wide range of conditions (e.g. for P > 100 �Lsec, or r(D 20 >

50 cm, or r(H 20 > 12 cm) these limitations are not serious

because E.F. is not very sensitive to T. However, for other

conditions, e.g. P < 0 �Lsec, D20 moderator and r small, the E.F.

values are more uncertain. As an extreme example, for P = 10 �Lsec,

r = cm, D 0, thermal neutrons we obtain E.F = 6302 .9 -3

Three conclusions may be drawn from Fig. 61 concern-

ing accelerator and moderator design:

(i) There is little benefit to be gained by the pro-

vision of accelerator pulses shorter than about 10 psec for neut-

rons with E < 146 eV.

(ii) Time-of-flight experiments employing thermal

neutrons require an H 20 moderator for optimum operation, while

many other experiments favou a large D 20 moderator. A composite

moderator with separate H 20 and D 20 sections of various thick-

nesses, and provided with beam holes of various depths, would

simultaneously fulfill the requirements of most proposed experiments.

(iii) Individual time-of-flight experiments employing

epithermal (thermal) neutrons may benefit in intensity by about a

factor 100 (10) if the neutron source is suitably pulsed. However,
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this gain is contingent on the practicability of converting the

full cw beam to pulses with a storage ring.
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3.7 Appendix 7

Target Room and Shielding

3.7.1 Possible Target Room Layout

A possible layout for a high neutron flux facility is

shown in Fig 3 The main proton beam from the S.O.C. accelerator

would first pass through a meson target room and then to one of

two neutron experimental areas or to a proton irradiation facility.

Since most of the beam emerging from the thin meson producing

target could be recovered (slightly degraded in energy, of course)

meson ad neutron or meson and proton experiments could be carried

out simultaneously. Very short pulses of protons Of 100 MeV energy

could be removed from the accelerator to the short pulse experimental

area for fast neutron time-of-flight experiments.

The main proton beam would be turned vertically downward

by beam bending magnets before entering the neutron producing tar-

get assemblies as shown in Fig 71. This geometry allows neutron

beams to be taken out of the target assemblies in any horizontal

direction while removing as many of the forward directed, high

energy cascade neutrons from the experimental area as possible.

Seven to ten feet of heavy concrete shielding would be required

around the target assemblies to avoid undue activation of experi-

mental equipment and high background levels in detectors. The

two neutron experimental areas would be separated and shielded

from each other so that maintenance and setting-up operations

could be done in one while the other is in operation.
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The activation problem from high energy neutrons could

be alleviated by off-setting the neutron beam holes from direct

view of the proton target. Beam holes at different horizontal

levels could look at different moderator configurations and so

give the neutron spectrum best suited to a particular experiment.

3.7.2 Shielding and Induced Radioactivity

The calculations of shielding requirements for the target

assembly are necessarily approximate, because there- is at present

little experimental information on the absorption of high energy

neutrons and the radio-activity induced by these neutrons. In our

estimates we have used results reported at the 1st. International

Conference on Shielding around High Energy Accelerators, held in

France in 1962.

The present biological tolerance for high energy neutrons
48 -thickness of ordinary

(> 200 MeV) is 2/sq. cm./sec. The half

concrete, heavy concrete and iron are approximately 18.0 in., 5

in. and in. respectively 49 . In the proposed geometry the beam

is incident downward on the target, which is surrounded by 10 ft.

of heavy concrete. The shield around the target will be designed

to reduce the number of fast evaporation neutrons and slow neutrons

to a negligible level. According to Yale Report Y-6(15), the half

intensity thickness of ordinary concrete increases from 10 in. to 

between neutron energies of 100 to 200 MeV, while above 200 MeV the

half intensity thickness remain nearly constant. Therefore in the

present estimates we consider only cascade neutrons with energies >200 MeV.

For a total neutron production of 10 19 neutrons/sec.,

the number of fast neutrons will be 2 x 1017 neutrons/sec. Because

of the forward angular distribution of these neutrons28 onl 5%
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will enter the target area, i.e. -, 1 x 10 16 ; 10 ft. of heavy

concrete will attenuate these by a factor of _� 105 and so, at the

outside face of shield around the target assembly, the flux will

be -, 1 x 105/sq. cm./sec. This makes the experimental area in-

accessible while the beam is on. In order to reduce the level

outside the experimental area to less than the biological toler-

ance, a further shield of -� 25 ft. of ordinary concrete, or earth

equivalent, will be required.

The fast neutron flux in the experimental area will in-

duce radio-activity in the experimental equipment and the concrete

walls of the building. Some measurements have been made on the

induced activity in the vicinity of the CERN synchrocyclotron53.

This machine operates -. 130-140 hours per week with a 0.8 �LA beam

of 600 MeV protons. The current in the present machine is �, 105

times as great. However, the 10 ft. heavy concrete shield reduces

the fast neutron flux by -, 105 and so the problems associated with

induced activity might be expected to be similar. Typical fields

observed at CERN 45 hours after shut-down, are 10-100 mR/hour

at different locations in the target room. After 50 hours these

would be reduced by a factor of - 3 but at longer times the decay

rate was much slower (t 1/2 25 days).

In the present machine, we would expect similar radiation

fields to exist a few hours after shut-down. By suitable choice

of construction materials for experimental apparatus, one could

probably reduce the level of activity. If a water barrier was

used as the first part of the biological shield outside the exper-
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imental area, the level due to activation in the materials is the

concrete could be substantially reduced. Before detailed pre-

dictions can be made, more experimental information is required. 

This could be obtained from experiments at machines already op-

erating at much lower currents.
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3.8 Appendix 

High Energy Experiments

3.8.1 Introduction

Over the past few years there has been a large effort

devoted to the design and development of so-called "meson factories".

All accelerators listed in Table II, Appendix 4 are intended for

this purpose. The proton beam from the accelerator as discussed

in the present report would be a much more powerful tool for meson

research than any of the hitherto proposed machines. With a 60 ma

beam of 750 MeV protons, it would produce, from a thin target,

10 to 102 times as many mesons as the proposed meson factories

(Appendix 4 and 10 2 to 103 times as many mesons as any high

energy accelerator operating at present.

In the following discussions it is assumed that the

accelerator will deliver 60 ma of protons at 750 MeV, an energy

for which meson yields are directly availablel5,1/'-. At 970 MeV

the yields would be substantially greater; the question of optimum

beam energy is discussed in section 38.4.

The list of high energy experiments below contains a

number of experiments, properly classified as belonging to the

field of nuclear structure, in which beams of muons and pions

are used as probes for studying the nucleus. These particles

have very different mass, interaction properties, spin and

isotopic spin from the particles currently used to investigate

nuclei and many new effects are to be expected. Many
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interesting experiments, presently unforseen will undoubtedly be

made possible by the accelerator.

3.8.2 Beams Available from the Accelerator

Table VIT lists the kinds and intensities of secondary

beams which may be obtained. The estimates are derived mainly

from Yale reports]5,16.

3.8.3 Possible Experiments

A summary of some of the experiments that would be pos-

sible with these beams follows. Since many o these experiments

are considered feasible for only a small fraction of a 1 ma beam15

it should be possible to run them as parasitic experiments on

the S.O.C., taking only 0.1 to 1% of the beam pulses. However,

of equal importance will be high precision experiments using dif-

ferent techniques from those now in use and the search for rare

processes. The latter may require up to say 20% of the full beam

current.

3.8-3.1 Experiments Considered Feasible by Outside Lab-
oratories

The following list of experiments was compiled by the

15
Yale study group .-

I. Intrinsic Properties of Particles; Electromagnetic Interactions

(1) uon mass, using mesic x-rays and crystal spectrometer.

(2) uon magnetic moment relative to proton magnetic moment,

using gas target to avoid diamagnetic uncertainties.



Table VII

Collector Distance
Energy Intensity

Beam (MeV) Source Solid Angle from (No. /Sec.
(Ster. Target

Pi Mesons 2 4 30 ft 7 2 x 109
7r + 200±116 C target, 6g/cm 10-
7r + 4 0 0 ± 1 O/o C target, 6g/cm2 10-4 30 ft 3 6 x 109
7 - 200±1% C target, 6g/cm 2 10-4 30 ft 1. 0 x 108
7r - 4 0 0± 1 1/o C target, 6g/cm 2 10-4 30 ft 5 x 108

7r + 200±1 Ojo Al target, 20g/cm2 10-2 80 ft 2 4 x 1012
'ff + 400±1056 Al target, 20g/crn2 10-2 80 ft 1 2 x 1012

200±10% Al target, 20g/cm2 10- 2 80 ft 3 6 x 1011
400±10lo Al target, 20g/cm2 10- 2 80 ft 1. 8 x 1011

Mu Mesons
+ 125±1% 250 MeV 7r+ decay 130 ft 3 x 1010
+ 400±116 400 MeV decay 130 ft 2 4 x 109

125±1% 250 MeV r- decay 130 ft 4 x 109
400±11o 400 MeV 7r- decay 130 ft 3 x 10 8

Stopped 0 Stopping target 4 n2 6g/cm2 3 x 109
Stopped 0 Stopping target 4 in2: 6g/cm2 3 6 x 108

Neutrinos
VP 30 Stopped 7r+ 50 ft 6 x108
VIA + ve - 9 O(tota 1) Stopped 50 ft 6 x108
VP 90 Captured M- -150 ft > 5x 10 7cm 2
VP 125- 240 7r+ decay in flight -150 ft > 5x 10 /cm
VP 125- 240 7r- decay in flight -150 ft > 5x 106/cm2
V e I Bi target (p, xn) reactions, followed -150 ft 109/cm2

by K capture from neutron
target 2

V e 1 Bi target, reactions followed by -150 ft 109 /cm
decay from neutron >

target

Neutrons 200- 750 Bi target, 400 gm/cm2 -00 to 50 ft - x 10 9/cm 2
proton
beam
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(3) uon g-value, g-2 experiment.

(4) Muonium energy levels, in particular the hyperfine struct-

ure of the ground state for the precise determination

of ; Lamb shift in n = 2 states; use of low pressure

gas targets.

(5) Pion mass, using mesic x-rays and crystal spectrometer.

(6) Mass of v from m, m�L and accurate decay spectrum.

(7) Vacuum polarization, using mu mesic x-rays and crystal

spectrometer.

Weak Interactions

(1) Muon capture in H and D, including measurement of neutron

polarization; use of gas target to avoid atomic and

molecular complications.

(2) Muon decay spectrum, precision measurement to look for

effect of intermediate boson.

(3) Radiative muon capture: �L + - n + v + y (relativistic,

pseudoscalar, and weak magnetism effects).

(4) Rare decay modes of muon.

(5) Search for new weak interaction coupling muonium and

antimuonium.

(6) Beta decay of Pion: v _7 0 + e + 
e

(7) Radiative pion decay: .' �L++ + y to measure mass
P

of 
P_

(8) Branching ratio + -, �L + + /(v + - e + to study
�L e

universality of Fermi interaction.
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(9) Neutrino induced reactions. Some energetically possible

reactions are:

(i) Ve + - e + n (Cowan - Reines experiment)

(ii) V + n - e + p C137 experiment)
e

(iii) V + n - + p

(iv) V + p 4 + + n

(V) + p n + e + + V0

(vi) V + p A 0 + e +
11

III. Strong Interactions

(1) Nucleon-nucleon scattering. Systematic investigation

of differential cross section over wide energy range

for both elastic and inelastic processes.

(i) Double and triple scattering

(ii) - scattering

(iii) n - p scattering

(iv) Double pion production p + p - n + 2r+ (near

threshold)

(2) Pion-nucleon scattering

W systematic, precise investigation of differential

elastic scattering cross sections, including use of

polarized targets and measurements of recoil polar-

ization.

(ii) Pion-nucleon inelastic scattering 7T + + + + V+ + n

to study pion-pion interaction.
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(3) Neutron-neutron interaction p,- + d - n + n (muon capture

by deuteron).

(4) Non-associated production p + n - A P.

IV. Nuclear Structure

The following list of experiments contains suggestions

from the Yale studyl5and from a study carried out at Los Alamosl7:-

(1) mu meson experiments

(i) u-mesic x-rays to determine nuclear electric quad-

rupole moments and polarizability using high resol-

ution spectrometer.

(ii) Mu-capture to learn about the induced pseudo-scalar

coupling constant and about the properties of nuclear

wave functions (e.g. N16 ) not easily reached by other

means.

(iii) Mu-scattering (elastic and inelastic) - possible

advantages over electron scattering experiments are

(a) less bremsstrahlung, (b) better energy resolution

(resulting from heavier mass) unabling better

determination of the charge distribution (c) both

charges almost equally abundant (d) polarization

of the mass.

(iv) (�Ln) reactions with -,, zero neutrino energy yielding

information about direct nuclear reactions.
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(2) Pion experiments

Like nucleons the pions interact strongly with the nu-

cleus but offer some distinct advantages over nucleons:

(a) no exclusion principle complicating the reaction

(b) less orbital angular momentum at the same energy

(c) large mean free path at low energies allowing better

identification of single-collision processes. Some

experiments are:-

(i) Spin-flip reactions

(ii) Excitation of isobaric analogue states that can-

not be reached by other means.

(iii) Pion absorption yielding information on cluster-

ing of nucleons

(iv) Pion-nucleus scattering to study nucleon distrib-

utions in the nucleus

Proton-Nucleus Scattering

(i) Quasi-elastic scattering such as (p,2p), (pd) and

(p,2n) to determine nucleon momenta in the nucleus

and nuclear orbital structure.

(ii) Scattering of polarized protons by nuclei to study

spin-orbit interaction.

3.8-3.2 Initial C.R.N.L. Experiments

The following have been suggested as feasible initial

experiments.
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I. New nuclides produced by spallation reactions in the tar-

get would be of interest for decay scheme studies. These nuclei

are very neutron deficient, and lie in a region of the periodic

table at present inaccessible. Cross sections are reported in the

range � 1 to 50 mb5l,52. The combination of the high current accele-

rator, the isotope separator, and the high resolution P-spectro-

meter should make possible the study of many neutron-deficient

isotopes, some a long way from the stability line. A limitation

would be in the half lives of the nuclei so formed.

II. The experiments listed in Part I of Section 38-3.1,

although requiring a high energy machine for meson production,

are essentially low energy experiments employing in some cases

technique already well developed at C.R.N.L., e.g. crystal dif-

fraction spectrometry. The use of low-pressure gas targets to

avoid atomic perturbing effects would be facilitated by the large

beam intensities proposed.

III. The scattering experiments listed in Part III of Section

3.8-3.1, viz. p-p, n-p, pion-nucleon, and multiple scattering,

would entail extensions of experimental techniques already avail-

able at C.R.N.L. For measurements of polarization parameters in

p-p scattering, the accelerator would provide sources from 1 to

100 times stronger, at a given energy, than any existing machine
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(see for example ref. 53). If, in addition, a variety of proton

beam energies were available, the usefulness of the facility would

be enhanced accordingly.

IV. Because it will be possible to obtain intense pulses

of fast neutrons having a wide energy spread, time-of-flight

techniques can be used to study neutron scattering as a function

of energy. It should be possible to study n-p angular distrib-

utions and polarizations near 200 MeV with a precision at present

obtainable only for proton scattering.

3.8.4 Energy Considerations

The best energy for a meson factory, from the exper-

-mental point of view, has been discussed by Edge and co-workers 54

-ie minimum energy giving useful densities of stopped 7r mesons

aid adequate beams of high energy esons and neutrinos is in the

r-rion of 450 to 500 MeV. There wou-ld appear t be no strong

criterion for selecting any particular maximum value of proton

energy; the best energy would be the highest possible. However,

it may be of value to note that for energies below 1000 MeV, re-

latively pure pion beams are available, the only contaminants

being p-mesons and electrons.
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For most of the experiments listed in 38-3.1 Parts I

and II, excepting the neutrino experiments, there does not sem

to be much advantage in having high proton (hence pion) energies.

On the other hand, for the strong interaction and nuclear struct-

ure experiments, 38-3.1 Parts III and IV, there is much to be

gained by being able to vary the proton energy over a wide range.

3.8.5 Possible Future Extension of Facilit

The large production of pions, both positive and neg-

ative, raises the possibility55 of further accelerating these

particles in an auxiliary accelerator. In order to be useful

such an accelerator should raise the pions to > 1000 MeV. This

would require > 00 MeV of post-formation acceleration. This

facility would make almost all the pion-nucleon and mesic re-

sonant states classified as 6 a, P, C, I, and 56, and the

charged particles (hypersons) accessible to experiment under

relatively ideal conditions.
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3.9 Appendix 9

Neutron Moderation Calculations

3.9.1 Method of Calculation

Neutron fluxes and lifetimes for various neutron

energies and target-moderator assemblies have been carried out by

S. Kushneriuk57. In this appendix we define the quantities

which have been calculated and give those results of most direct

interest to the target-moderator assembly considered in appendices

5 and 6.

The neutron flux and lifetime in the assembly depends

on: (a) the neutron yield by the proton bombarded target, (b)

the primary energy spectrum of these neutrons, (c) the range of

energies of the group of neutrons being considered, (d) the tar-

get material, (e) target length, (f) target size, (g) nature of

the moderator, (h) the moderator size and (i) position in the

moderator.

In the calculations carried out, the target-moderator

assembly and the primary neutron source disposition were taken to

be the following: the target is a cylinder of radius b, length h

and the moderator surrounding the target is a cylindrical sheath

of thickness (R-b) and length H. Neutron sources of strength Q

per cm length of target per sec were uniformly distributed through

the target.

The coordinates Z and r are used to denote axial and

radial distances in this cylindrically symmetrical system. Z = 
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defines the mid plane intersecting the system and the system is

taken to be symmetrical about this plane.

The quantities specifically calculated wre:-

YZr); the first flight collision distribution of the source

neutrons in the moderator.

�l (Zr) and 2(Zr); two-group "diffusion"-type fast and epither-

mal neutron flux distributions in the moder-

ator. The group 2( Zr) consists of neutrons with ener-

gies in the range 0127 eV < E < 146 eV and the energy

spectrum of this flux is roughly a l/E-type spectrum.

�th Mr); a one-group diffusion-type thermal neutron flux distri-

bution, the energy spectrum of the neutrons within this

group being roughly Maxwellian.

i1(ZR), 2(ZR) and J th( ZR); the current of neutrons for the

respective groups at the outer

face of the moderator, i.e. at r = R.

For further details of the energy spectrum of the neutrons encom-

passed by each group defined above see ref. 57. A few auxiliary

quantities such as the mean neutron life in the system, the

mean life of thermal neutron in the system, T th' and the mean time

for the neutron to reach energy E, (E), were also calculated.
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3.9.2 Results of Calculation

Typical results of the calculations are shown in Figs.

9.1 to 98. A more complete set of results is given in Ref. 57.

The results shown here are the ones used in appendices and 6

and they also serve to illustrate how the factors (a) to (i)

affect the neutron flux.

Note first that, since the primary neutron source

strength, Q, is taken to be uniformly distributed throughout the

target, all neutron flux and current values are directly propor-

tional to Q.

The calculations were performed for primary neutron

energy spectra resulting from bombardment of the target by protons

of about 800 MeV energy The primary spectrum, for a given tar-

get, is represented in general terms as the sum of three compon-

ents.

N(E) = N T IfF nF(E) + fn e(E) + fcnc(E)] (9.1)

in which N T is the total neutron yield per proton entering the

target, nF (E) is the spectrum of neutrons released in the target

fission processes., n e(E) is a neutron evaporation spectrum and

nc (E) is the neutron emission spectrum in particle cascade inter-

actions. The fs are the relative weights assigned to each of

Negligible error is introduced by applying the same neutron
spectrum to a bombarding energy of 970 MeV.
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the spectra. Specifically ne (E) is an evaporation spectrum,

ne(E = E/T2) exp (-E/T)

in which T is an effective nuclear temperature for the evaporation

process. For target materials in which fission is significant

the Maxwellian representation

nF (E = 4E/rTF 3)1/2 exp (-E/T F)'

was used. n. (E) was presented graphically. For bismuth and lead

targets and 800 MeV incident protons, f F-9fe.9 f, and Tf had the

values 0 082, 0.18 32 and 129 MeV respectively.

The spectrum of equation 91 does not take account of

modifications in the neutron energy due to inelastic collisions

of neutrons with the target nuclei. Inelastic collision effects

were therefore incorporated into the calculations so that the

spectrum of neutrons actually leaving the target is different from

eqn 91.

It should be pointed out that in large D 20 (and H20)

moderated assemblies, the magnitude of the thermal neutron flux

near the target is quite insensitive to the exact details of the

spectrum N(E) but depends rather on N On the other hand, ifT'

moderator layers are thin, the details of the energy of the emitted

neutrons become more important. For thinly moderated assemblies

with the same NT a revised spectrum which is generally less

A more precise representation of the spectrum is currently being
22calculated
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energetic than that given by eqn. 91 should result in neutron

fluxes which are somewhat larger than the values quoted here.

3.9.3 Discussion of Results

It is evident from Figs. 91 to 93 that the neutron

fluxes and currents attained in each of the groups considered and

the mean neutron lifetimes in the system, depend intimately on

the moderator material and size. It is clear that if it is of

interest for a particular application to use neutrons that come

directly from the outer surface of the moderator, the moderator

thickness must then be chosen to give maximum current for the type

of neutron spectrum desired. If in addition it is desired that

the mean neutron life in the system be smallthen thin H 20 mod-

erated systems would appear to be the best choice. If high fluxes

over fairly large volumes are desiredthen large D 20 moderators

are needed. It may be noted from figure 91 that a H 20 moderator

thickness of about 18 cms is effectively infinite in so far as

neutron flux values, �)1 and (� th' at the target surface, are con-

cerned. From figure 92 we see that �th(Ob) is still increas-

ing for D 20 moderator thickness near to 90 cms; in fact for this

particular target (i.e. h = 33 cms, Q = 10 ns/cm sec) the maximum

flux attained at r = b, Z = is about 1.5 ns/cm 2 sec. The mean

neutron lifetimes in these large systems may be of interest (Fig.9.4) In

a large H2 0 moderated assembly the mean life is about 230 psec of

which 15 kLsec is the average slowing down time, 215 �tsec is the
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mean thermal life. The values for "infinite" D 20 moderated as-

semblies are 6.1 x 10 4 4 sec for the mean life, 50 1sec for the

slowing down time. The short mean thermal life in large H 20 mod-

erated systems is, of course, due to the relatively large thermal

neutron capture cross section in H 20.

The flux profile in D 20 moderated systems as well as the

effect of varying the thickness of the moderator upon the flux

are further illustrated on Figs. 95 and 96 To obtain fluxes

close to the optimum flux discussed in section 35.2 the thickness

of the D20 must exceed 100 cm.

The effect of different target materials is illustrated

in Fig. 97 which compares thermal fluxes for "uranium" and bis-

muth targets. The "uranium" is depleted uranium so that thermal

neutron fission is negligible. The differences in the results be-

tween the Bi and uranium targets of the same radius and the same

source strength (as in Fig. 97 are due primarily to the fact

that uranium absorbs thermal neutrons while Bi is essentially

transparent to thermal neutrons. The flux profile curves for

uranium corresponding to the curves given in Fig. 95 for bismuth

are not shown but in a general way (because of thermal neutron ab-

sorption by the uranium) they are similar in shape to the HFBR

curve of Fig. 95 As mentioned, the comparison in Fig. 97 is

made for bismuth and "uranium" targets with equal source strength.

For a given proton beam current the choice of target (see appendix

5) is affected by the actual neutron yield from the target and the
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heat production in the target.

The effect of target radius on the thermal neutron flux

can be seen in Figs. 96 and 97 The effect of target length

on the thermal neutron flux is shown in Fig. 98 The roughly

linear increase of the neutron flux for target lengths of up to

approximately 60 cms arises because of the rather large spread of

the first flight collision distribution � F( Zr), in the Z direction

(even for short targets) combined with the fact that the migration

7.ength for neutrons in a D 20 moderator is large 100 cm). Note

that the plot in Fig. 98 is for a bismuth target and a thick D2 0

moderator. This plot would not apply to thin moderators (where

neutron leakage out of the system is a dominating effect) nor to

targets which strongly absorb thermal neutrons (i.e. where leak-

age into the target is important). The dependence of the neutron

flux on the target radius and target length is influenced by the

migration area of the neutrons in the moderator surrounding the

target and therefore Figs. 96, 7 and do not apply to H 20 mod-

erator assemblies.
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